
An Elegy for the Video Store

The last two video stores in Addison County have just closed simultaneously; for all I know 
they are the last video stores in Vermont. The last great video store in our area, Waterfront, closed two 
years ago. So the writing was deeply etched on the wall. But there were still a handful of scrappy B-list 
stores, increasingly dependent on secondary sales ranging from ice cream to jewelry to trading card 
games. And then there were only two. And then there were none.

This is hardly a surprise. I am not someone who believes in the virtue of economic stasis. Flux 
is sacred, oyez, and creative destruction, and what is written by the moving hand can never be erased, 
and all that. Yes, yes. This is one tape that will never get rewound. But it is appropriate to grieve for  
change, even if change is the essence of life. And the particulars of this piece of creative destruction are 
especially saddening to me. So I hope you'll join me in pouring out some liquor for the video stores.

I am told by Wikipedia that the first video rental place was George Atkinson's, in LA, which 
opened when I was three months old. So we are, then, about the same age. It is an odd thing, and a  
uniquely modern experience, to outlive an industry. When I was an adolescent, my father walked in the 
back door to a job teaching film at Middlebury College, and became anxious that he was not up to date 
on the same movies as his students. In response, he watched movies constantly, largely rented from the 
aforementioned Waterfront Video. I remember (per my recent experiment) that he spent one summer 
watching 2-4 movies a day, giving my sister and I a thorough-if-incidental education in film studies,  
from experimental to noir to porn.

This put Don, and by extension myself, in most-valued-customer status at  Watefront. When 
Susannah and I were watching documentaries with my late great-aunt Harriet, the Waterfront staff had 
a running list of recommendations for us that they kept under the desk. I was not aware of this list until  
a long time after it had been created; I remember seeing it only once or twice. It had a few notes about  
Harriet's  preferences  (“no  boxing!”)  but  also  perhaps  the  only  time  I  have  ever  since  a  business 
evaluate me in moral terms: “Ethan is watching documentaries with his great-aunt and this is a very 
good thing that he is doing.” Good enough, apparently, to waive several hundred dollars of late fees 
over the years.

But these specifics simply hint at a larger pattern. Video stores were not simply about renting 
videos; if so, they would not have lasted beyond 2001 or so, when everyone except me learned how to 
pirate movies off the internet. Susannah and I received 1000 pirated DVDs as a wedding present, and 
yet I am sure we went to Waterfront and rented exactly those same titles on many occasions. No...video 
stores were always selling a cultural experience, and in the last few years it has been their only viable 
product. They were for quite awhile the only place where a dude with a chin beard or a girl with a 
facial tatoo could find gainful employment. Indeed,  respectable  employment, since the Video Store 
Clerk was a modestly exalted cultural role, at least at the arthouse end of the spectrum. They were the 
literary critics whose judgment we could never quite escape. They were the inscrutable moralists who 
would explain the aesthetic equivalence between Saw and Chocolat, while decrying Little Mermaid as 
evil and exploitative. And they were the confessors, especially in a small town like ours, who knew that 
your great-aunt hated boxing, and knew which of the bank managers liked “barely legal” porn, and 
knew which of the math professors rented Disney movies even though they didn't have kids.

And they were so fucking cool.
I remember Cheyenne, a friend of Anaïs' and thus a part of my wider social circle. She became a  

video store clerk the way I imagine an earlier generation might have become resistance fighters, or 
temple prostitutes. It completely changed her affect, attitude, and life trajectory; she ended up in the 
film industry, one of the tens of thousands that Quentin Tarantino has become a metonym for.

I remember in Baltimore, browsing at Video Americaine, even though I didn't have any way to 
watch videos in my post-junkie-holocaust basement apartment. Every one of the VHS tape boxes had 
little sticky notes on it, sometimes covering half the box, with handwritten comments by the staff. The 
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ontology of the store was brilliant, with shelves based on narrative tropes instead of genres or directors. 
“Questioning Modernity”  sat  side  by  side  with  “Queers  in  Togas”.  It  was  genius,  and I  expect  it  
influenced me a great deal more than I can ever recognize: this store that never once made a dollar off  
me recurs in my thoughts over and over, in a million costumes. Borges said that he envisioned the 
afterlife  as a  great  library.  I  have always envisioned it,  more  specifically,  as a  library of  the  life-
experiences of all we entities, to be experienced in sequence by we, the single consciousness. Within 
the quirks of that theology that is truest to me, the clerk at Video Americaine is the closest thing I have  
to Hades or Charon. (V.A. has closed too, I understand.)

I remember in Worcester, at Starship Video, asking the nearest clerk what the worst video they 
had was. And all three of them wheeled around to answer me in unison, because this was obviously a  
question they had spent a lot of time working on: “Asylum of Satan is the worst, but don't rent it. The  
second worst is Even Dwarves Started Small.” Which we did rent, and it is indeed extremely bad. One 
of  those  clerks,  Kartina  Richardson,  went  on  to  be  part  of  Ebert  Presents  at  the  Movies,  and  an 
established film critic in her own right. Starship is closed now, of course.

And so  we are  left  with  our  scratched-up DVDs and the  brainless  giants:  Netflix,  iTunes,  
Amazon, Redbox and Hulu. I primarily use Netflix, which has a surprisingly terrible selection for a 
business  of  their  scale,  and has  been caught  red-handed screwing over  their  customers  on several 
occasions. Hulu has the ads, oh my god, the endlessly repetitive, disturbingly mistargeted ads. I frankly 
can't figure out the user interface for iTunes. We finally tried Amazon last night: it was expensive and 
confusing. And I would drink bleach before I used Redbox. But these are superficial complaints. There 
is a much deeper problem.

As we shutter the video stores, the used bookstores, the indy hardware stores, and ultimately 
everything except Walmazon, we are all presumably benefitting from enormous efficiencies of scale. 
Amazon has robotic warehouses running inventory-management algorithms so complicated that human 
workers couldn't even find a given product if they needed to. My favorite bookstores have that same 
problem—you can't find anthing amid all the piles of books—but they lack the robots. Aesthetics and 
politics aside, Amazon wins that round. When Netflix streams a movie, it doesn't start to glitch ten 
minutes in, and send you running back out into the snow to complain to the clerks before the store  
closes. Netflix wins that round. Redbox and the online sites are open 24-7. And so forth. I appreciate 
these conveniences.

But when it comes to “recommendations”, the old-school video store clerks with their septum 
piercings  and  topiary  haircuts  won  by  a  large  margin.  And  I  feel  the  loss.  What  pass  for 
“recommendations” in Netflix's and Amazon's algorithms are not worthy of the word, let alone Apple's 
“genius recommendations”, which seem to be based on a randomization algorithm. Similarly, the old 
indy hardware stores staffed by retired contractors have given way to Home Depot and Lowes, staffed 
by kids who don't know which end of a hammer does what. Yet they have a computer program which 
will helpfully suggest that if you just bought paint, you might need a dropcloth.

It has often been pointed out (recently in the Times) that the recommender algorithms on Netflix 
only recommend things Netflix has in stock. This is also true of Amazon, etc., although in Amazon's 
case this is not very restrictive. The larger problem is that the algorithms suck. They smell simple; even 
people without any experience of coding can tell how they are supposed to work, and why they don't.  
And we have become so accustomed to this smell that we are in some danger of forgetting what a 
“recommendation”  actually  meant,  at  Waterfront  or  Video  Americaine  or  any  similar  human 
interactions.

In  the  first  place,  the  algorithms  are  largely  interpolative,  rather  than  extrapolative.  The 
fundamental assumption of most R.A.s is that people want to watch (read / eat / buy) something that is 
the exact average of everything they've watched (read / eaten / bought) so far. And this is nonsense, as a 
hundred thousand unemployed video store clerks are all well aware. People's interest progress through 
complex  trajectories  that  involve  satiation  and  triangulation  and  experiment,  not  just  constant 



regression to the mean.
In the second place,  R.A.s assume that their customers have a single more or less constant 

profile, which can be applied across any subset of products. That is to say, if Netflix has typed me as 
preferring slow-paced, intellectual movies, or fast-paced slapstick, it will try to use that profile within  
any genre that I restrict a search to. But this is clearly not how people relate to their media: I like to  
watch stand-up comedy, but I absolutely do not want stand-up in a documentary. Nor, for that matter, 
do I want to see a lot of majestic cinematography if I'm watching standup.

With most R.A.s, the best  you can hope for is a profile somewhere in the middle, with the 
coefficients canceling each other out. It's telling that I've spoken to a number of people who have no 
programming background, but refuse to rate movies when Netflix asks them to (or the equivalent on 
other  sites),  because  they  are  suspicious  that  the  R.A.  will  misunderstand  them....a  very  modern 
anxiety.

Finally, there is a strange more-is-better phenomenon, epitomized by Google's cheery boasts 
about how they're showing you the top ten of eighty-five billion results. No one has time for that. A 
good video store clerk, like a good hardware store clerk, or teacher, says “ this is what you're looking  
for”, and perhaps has one or two contingencies. But virtually all R.A.s are designed to keep making 
suggestions until the power grid fails.

For  instance,  if  I  ask Netflix  for  Wings of  Desire,  they  don't  have  it,  but  Netflix  helpfully 
suggests  a  documentary about  J.D.  Salinger  and the  Inspector Morse  series  instead.  This  is  fairly 
absurd: we cannot even posit some deep, hard-to-understand connection based. But Netflix does not 
stop there; rather, its R.A. goes completely off the rails. Its third suggestion is an animated children's  
movie about Tinkerbell, probably because of the wings element. And all the subsequent suggestions are 
clearly based on substring-matches, and, as such, are clearly nothing to do with what I want. So why 
does Netflix bother to suggest them at all?

If one answers this question by saying that it does no harm, we have completely acclimatized to 
the lack of expert recommenders. In social interactions, recommendations are largely a matter of trust.  
If my friends recommend that I see a film or a book, I prioritize this advice because I trust their opinion 
of what I would like. I trust book lists like Harold Bloom's (or film lists like the one  Zara made for 
Susannah and I) because in the past they have been accurate predictors of what I've enjoyed. If I ask 
Netflix  for a movie about  melancholy angels grappling with existential  questions in Berlin,  and it 
recommends Tinkerbell just for the sake of having more recommendations on the screen, it completely 
pisses away any trust I might have had in its advice.

Flux is sacred, oyez, and creative destruction, and we will never go back to Waterfront Video. 
The  brainless  giants  will  kill  off  the  independents  in  every  field,  until  some  kind  of  economic 
revolution turns the tide. In the meantime, we will need some way to replace the voices of Kartina and 
Cheyenne and the god-clerks of Video Americaine. Those voices remain, but in an increasingly insular 
(and sometimes navel-gazing) world of criticism. What we need is to place these voices (either human 
or some much better grade of robot) directly between the customer and their purchase, as used to be the 
case.  There  are  a  few  dim  lights  on  the  horizon:  some  of  the  online  services  have  dabbled  in 
incorporating Metacritic or Rotten Tomatoes ratings. But one imagines that there's a low ceiling to such 
experiments. Netflix will not recommend a movie that Netflix can't sell me. If I could talk to Netflix' 
R.A., and say: “I'm looking for a dark foreign film, maybe German, about people wrestling with the 
ephemerality of simple pleasures versus the eternal nature of observations, with maybe a post-punk 
soundtrack”, Netflix would say: “Oh, you mean  Tinkerbell.  I've got that.” By contrast, the clerks at 
Starship urged me in no uncertain terms to not rent Asylum of Satan, which they had in stock. It is hard 
to imagine that the brainless giants are going to highlight any critical tools that, even occasionally, say 
“this movie is rubbish, avoid it.”

So it will have to come from elsewhere, and it will be hard work.
Goodbye, Vergennes Video. Rest in peace; we will carry on the war.
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